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About This Content

This stunning Train Simulator add-on features the unique and beautiful Isle of Wight railway. Travel round the picturesque
holiday island in the Class 483; these ex-London Underground trains have been given a new lease of life on the Isle of Wight

and are the oldest trains in mainline service anywhere in the UK. Or for a change of pace, power and era you can also drive the
1915 Kitchener Class 0-4-0ST "Invincible" on the Isle of Wight Steam Railway.

This add-on comes with two locomotives, three liveries, rolling stock, Isle of Wight line and landscapes and a set of 14 scenarios
for you to enjoy.

Scenarios

After the Flood

And So to Bed

Island Line Day Rover: Part 1

Island Line Day Rover: Part 2

Isle of "White"

Last Train Standing

Let the Music Play On

Lightning Strike

Lights! Camera! Action!

Looking After Number One

Much Merriment and Cake

Pier Pressure

Santa Special

Shanklin Sunrise

Key Features

The Isle of Wight add-on includes
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A Class 483 Electric Multiple Unit in a London Transport and Network Southeast Livery.

A W37 0-4-0ST ‘Invincible’ Steam Locomotive along with 6369 Composite First Class Carriage, a 4112 Third Class &
Guards Van Carriage and a SR 5 Plank Goods Wagon

Other rolling stock includes: A DX 68809 Diesel Personnel Carrier and a 20t Support Trailer

Island Line Length: 8.5 miles (Ryde Pier Head to Shanklin)

Isle of Wight Railway: 5 miles (Smallbrook Junction to Wootton)
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train simulator isle of wight route add-on

While this is a deep and well-built emergency sim, it has too many fatal flaws for me to recommend it. You are regularly given
far fewer personnel than you need to deal with the rapidly escalating threats. The map is almost pointless, being tiny and
difficult to orientate. The announcer will call out that something else has happened but only rarely will the game show you
where this is. The tutorial also ommits key information that is necessary for future missions. You'll be told to 'use the ladder'
and 'set a roadblock' in a split second without knowing how to do this. When you have 3 doctors and ambulances to deal with
around 7 fire casualties and 11 sickness casualties, very little indication on how to evacuate buildings, rescue suvivours and deal
with at least 3 things at once, it's not much fun. The difficulty reaches extraordinatary levels very quickly and it becomes a stress
management game, not an emergency response management game. Better controls, a clearer tutorial and a little more leeway
would've made all the difference.

It's likely I'll come back to the game and may persevere to learn it's unexplained complexities but the fact remains that within an
hour of purchase I'm already frustrated and confused.. quot;Oh no Alex They caught me!". I don't know how this could get a
"Very Positive"-rating... Wrongworld is the most fun i had with a SP survival game in a while
If you like survival games, Wrongworld might surprise you

Highly recommended
:). Super Smash Gear.. Too much shooting and clumsy control's, to little base building. A slapdash approch to building up your
base/ship. If you are looking for a spacebase building/sim, this is'nt it.
If you want an spacebase arcade shooter, then it might fit the bill.. Managed to get a chance to play this at EGX then further
more for a first impressions. This title left a lasting impression on me at the event and still does. It is out standing! Really fast
paced and kept on your toes but really stealthy too. You either fight for the darkness or light and you can then hide if you stand
still in either or walk slowly dependant on your character.

There is a few different modes along with a challenge mode which is a blast to dive into.

If you fancy seeing the game in action and more discussed check here
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=FOwj70aA70c. Video version of this review:
http://steamcommunity.com/sharedfiles/filedetails/?id=887967416

You know, if a face belongs to a girl, people would usually put an apostrophe in the word “girls”.

The game starts off with a voice speaking in your head. Time to start what again? What did I do before? What are you trying to
do to me, Mister Voice Man? You don’t really get any sort of explanation about who you are and why you are in this haunted
house. But you have a bunch of cameras and sh**, and a little percentage of “Paranormal findings” in the bottom corner. So
obviously, you’re investigating some spooky stuff.

So I’m walking around the house, as one would usually do in a situation like this. So far, nothing scary has happened. There’s a
note by the front door that looks like I’m supposed to interact with it, but nothing’s happening, so I guess not. Why can I open
the stove? There’s nothing inside it, so what’s the point?

There’s also some little machine that you have to use to charge your battery. Honestly, it kinda gets annoying. There’s a problem
I had with one of the doors upstairs. I entered a room, but it wouldn’t let me open the door to leave. Well, it turns out that you
can’t open doors when you’re crouching. First off, that’s just bullsh**. And second, I couldn’t even tell that I was crouching. I
swear, the door knob looks like it’s at a normal height.

So I figured out that I’m supposed to set up a rest area at the top of the stairs. I’m sure it’s a good idea to actually sleep in this
place when spooky stuff is gonna happen. But this is where things start to get confusing for me. I’ve been playing for 20
minutes, and I can’t figure out what to do. I’ve interacted with everything in the house, but to no avail. I’ve gone into every room,
but there’s nothing of any importance, except random letters and hanging dolls.

The only progress I’ve made so far, is reading that note I thought I couldn’t read. You have to be standing on a specific side of
the table in order to read it. What’s that all about?
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So after being stuck for several minutes, I talked to the developer, who told me that there is a key hanging above the kitchen.
Are you kidding me? You can’t just start off a game by putting a key in one of the worst possible spots! I mean, what do you
have against a table or a counter? But anyway, after getting the key, it’s time to explore more of the house. Things actually start
to get a little better from here.

The spooky-spook makes a couple appearances throughout the game. I also did catch a few jumpscares. Every night, you have
to look at the two cameras you set up, and keep an eye out for spooky stuff. I didn’t see anything the first night even though it
got me some percentage of paranormal findings. Then I started to get stuck again.

I used the pipe wrench I found in the basement to get the valve, because that totally makes sense, but what am I supposed to do
now? I’ve tried interacting with everything, but nothing else will happen. There’s a piece of paper in the basement that, for some
reason, shows all my objectives. I’m stuck on number 7, and the next one says to get out of there, but I don’t know how to get to
that step. I thought it had something to do with the safe, but I can’t figure out the code.

The developer told me later that the safe was optional. Okay, while it’s great to know that, it’s not so great when the safe is
literally the only thing that game will allow me to do anything with.

“Maybe a power box?” What? You don’t have one of those at your house? Why would the main character say that unless this
power box is of some importance? I can’t even do anything with it. Alright, you know what? I’m done. I give up. I’m just gonna
quit.

“Simple as possible”, my♥♥♥♥♥ If the puzzles were THAT simple, there’d be at least SOME sense of direction to be had in
this game. You can’t just give me something like a valve, and not give me anything to use it on.

I won’t bother coming back to this because I’d have to do the entire game over again because the game doesn’t save. Let me
repeat that: THE. GAME. DOES. NOT. SAVE. Why the hell would you do that?! It even says that on the store page, but it’s just
so stupid! You can’t do that in a game that has puzzles, because I’m one of those people who sucks at puzzles, and constantly has
to EXIT the game in order to look up what I need to do.

I honestly cannot recommend this game. But if you’re smarter than me, and I’m sure anyone who isn’t me is, then you’ll probably
do a better job at this game than I did.
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this game is so bad. 100 ways of trial and error. I love this game to pieces. It's a nice little game about a nine year old girl, far
too mature and cynical for her age, who gets forced into cooking for a little demon. The writing is great, providing both
charming characters and fun humor, as well as descriptions of food that makes you want to try eat the screen. As a slice-of-life
VN it works really great, and the epilogues were surprisingly rewarding. (Wish there was more epilogue, I want to see even more
of that romance.)

One thing I personally would want to highlight is the parents of the main characters and the relationship they share. The mother
and father are living in a BDSM relationship that seems to impact every aspect of their everyday life, something their daughter
notices and reflects on. The father is really submissive, and basically functions as a cute housewife living to serve his mistress.
The childs perspective on their parents BDSM relationship is really interesting in itself, and her insight provides some character
growth to her parents. I really wasn't expecting this from a yuri VN that seemed to only be about fluff and food, but I adored
what I got.

One of my main personal negatives would be the age of the main characters. With characters as young as nine years old I found
it hard to relate to the romance. However, with them both being far too mature for their age it never felt like they were as child-
like as you would expect children who actually were nine, so that could really help those of us who have a hard time relating to
romance between kids. (And the epilogue is fantastic, which totally helps. Did I mention the epilogue being good?)

(For anyone ever planning on making their own game like this:) The user interface can't seem to decide on whether to call the
settings for "Preferences" or "Options". This is a minor problem with a minor fix; having consistent naming for screens and
tools in UIs generally makes using it flow more smoothly for users.. Really good tower defense game. It's fun, it's challenging, it
has a lot of content. 9\/10. Just Get the ultimate apocalypse Mod for this game. Totally worth to play it. without it its pretty
bland. Brings back the days of table top space marine and the massive game of titans. Look forward to other updates. Great start
looks like it will be a good game. Beautiful artistic vision with challenging gameplay, a beautiful soundtrack, and unique
artwork. Clearly a work of someone who cares about what they are producing, and the result has been an overwhelming success.
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